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Abstract:

The laminar convection flow of a viscous electrically conducting

incompressible fluid between two heated vertical parallel plates is

considered in presencr: of a uniform inclined magnetic field. The inclined

magnetic field is a strong field and the induced field produced is along the

flow direction. Analytical solutions for velocity, induced field and the

temperature distributions are obtained; skin frictional factors are computed

fordifferent angle of inclinations and fordifferentmagnetic field strengths.

The computed results of velocity distributions, induced field strengths and

skin frictional factors are plotted against distances from the fixed vertical

plates for different magnetic field strength and different angle of
inclinations. The observed results predicts change in fluid velocity as well

as induced magnetic field strength occurs in different order as changes in

angle of inclination occur in different imposed field strength environment.

I. INTRODUCTION: The Study on the heat transfer in a rotating channel with Hall

current under the action of a transverse uniform magnetic field was discussed by

Borkakati and Srivastava (1976). Recently Das and Sanyal (i995) have studied the

laminar convection flow of a conducting incompressible fluid between two vertical

porous plates in presence of a uniform transverse magnetic field under different

penneablities of the medium.
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lrtthisproblemwelravediscussedtlreMagnetolry<trorlynarnicflowandHeat

tl.arrsl-er between tu,o vertical parallel piates in presenoe of a uniform inclined magnetic

fieiclappliedintheclirectionrlakinganangle0withtheverticalaxis.Thefieldis
c0r-rsiclerecl to be strong enough and the induced field is along the flow direction' The

anahtical solution for velociry induced field and the temperature distribution are

souglrt for, from the System of governing equations. The skin friction and their

computecl values fo, iiff.r.rt magnetic field strengths and different angle of

inclinations of the magnetic field with the horizontal direction are plotted against the

distances form the plates. Mathematica v 3.0 is used in the computational process'

Here Mo is the field parameter when external field is vertical to the flow direction

and I = cos 0, theta being angle of inclination with the horizontal'

Tlrefluidviscosityisconsideredtobeconstant.Inthisanalysiswehave

irrvestigated the influence of applied magnetic field (strengths and inclinations) and

the induced magnetic field on fluid variables and on skin friction and rate of heat

transfer as well.

2.FORMULATIONOFTHEPROBLEM:Weconsideranunsteadylaminar
convection flow of a viscous incompressible electrically conducting fluid betweet

two vertical parallel plates. we take X-axis along vertically upward direction througl

the central line of the channel and y-axis is taken perpendicular to the plates' Thr

plates of the channel are aty= *h' A uniform magnetic field Bo is applied in th

direction making an angle 0 to the horizontatr line' It induces another magnetic fiei'

fr along the lines of motion'

Thefluidvelocityandmagneticfielddistributionsarei=[a(y),0,0]an

B =lB(y)+ Bo^fi4 ,BJ",Of respectively' Here I: cos 0' Bo and B(y)ar

applied and induced magnetic field respectively'

Inordertoderivethegoverningequationsoftheproblemthefollowin

assumptiotts are made:

( r ) The fluid is finitely conduction and the viscous dissipation and the Joule her

are neglected.



( ii)

(iii)

(iv)
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Hall effect and Polarization effect are neglected'

lnitially (i.e. at fime /: 0) the plates and the fluid are alzero tetrtperattire t i'e'

I= 0) and there is no flow within the channel'

At time I > 0, the temperatures of tlie plates y : +/r change according to T :

TnQ - e-,)where { is aconstanttemperature andn> 0 is areal numberdenoting

the decay f'actor.

(v) The plates are considered to be infinite and all the physical quantities are

functions ofy and / onlY.

3. GOVERNING EQUATIONS: under the above assumptions the governing

equations are

V'f = 0.

ul *(; .r); = -f r) Y, + Lv2v + ( j "i\.2ot ( , \p)' p \ I

* -v. (,. e)-[-L]v'a = o
0l \ olt, )

*,lT)=*lr#)

(1)

where the thirci rerm in the right hand side of eqr-ration (2) is the magnetic body

force and j is the current density due to the magnetic field defined by

- / -)J=olixB)
jistheforce due to buoyancy Z = Bg(f, -f)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(2)
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Usingthevelocityandmagneticfielddistributionasstatedabove,theequation

(1) to (4) are as follows:

L=u4-LuBifi + Fs@,-r) (7)

0t ay' p

from equation (3) we have

aB -o zL-[fl{4=o (8)

aT 
- "0" ay \op" ) il'

from equation (4) we have

aT azT (e)

a =ot$
Here. d', = kl(Nil'
The boundary conditions are

t= 0, u: 0' B = 0' T - 0' Y=*h'
(10)

t > o' 
rnaltermsConsidering the non-dimensir

t*=vt/ff,b:B/Bo,y*:y/h,s*=u/uo, T=@o-f)tf,' (11)

andthenremovingtheasterisks,thenon-dimensionalformsoftheEq.(7-9)areas
follows:

from (7)

a, - tv. [:-)r - M2,tu
At Ay' \P,&,

(12)

from (8)

ab ,,ou-( ')t!=o--KA--a, 
- "u- ay ln^r, )fu'

from (9)

(13)
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where,

MistheHartmann number, M = rfWh'oW*),
P" is the Prandtl number, P,= v/d,,

,R" is the Reynold number, R":uoWv,

R, is the Rayleigh number, R,: (BghjT)/(va),

R,: d,/1"4

q is the thermal diffusivity, d,: HFt

t is the thermal conductivity,

2 is the magnetic diffusivity, )": l/o1t",

v is the viscosity, v : p/p,

ois the electrical conductivity,

p is the fluid density.

pz is the permeabiliry'of the medium and

p is the co-effrcient of viscosity.

The boundary conditions (10) reduces to

t : 0, u :0, b : 0, f : I aty : ap

t > 0. u : 1, b : 1. T =e-n, aty :ap

( 14)

( 1s)

4. SOLUTIONS

To solve the equation ( I2) to equation ( I4) subject to the boundary condition
( 15), we apply the transformation of variables
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u:-f(y) e-,, [ : g(y)e''' and : 00)e-'

Substitution (16) in Eq. (12-14), we have

From (12)

+ .A - u't')f * *,0 = o
dy'

where kt: Rle,ry.

From Eq. (13)

d' g - {-p p)g +(R^p,R,D#=
dY' 

t \"rtm'r)

From Eq. ( 14)

#. @P')o =a

The corresponding boundary conditions are:

for t : 0' -f 
: 0, g : 0, "f 

: I at y : a 1

for/> 0:f :u",8:e'',f : l atY:*1.

From Eq. ( l9) and using the boundary condition (20) we have

do/)= 'ot(ooY)
cos oo

From Eq. (17) we have

4:4* ttf + k,tot(anY) - M2,12 y =gdy- cos ao

(,l

(17

(18

(le

(20

Qr

I

= f; + k,.f = k.cos (r,y)
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where k, : n - A,F i2, k, : -k,/cos ao.

Using the boundary condition (20) the solution is found as

Jb,) : k, cos(lkg+ k, cos(a;t) e3)
where kr: k/&r- a;), k5: -krcos ar/cos/k,

From Equation (23) we have

d.f r;-, ./r-\ . .,
b= -rloro,ti"(,{kil,)- aokosin(a,y) 

e4)

Using equation Q\ inEquation (18) we have,

where ko: nR.P, k-: R,P R/".

Using boundary condition (20) we have solution of equatio n (25)

g(y) : tr,Stn(/ky) + kusin(/ky) + kr sin(ap)

where ku : (t/k,k jk)/(k, - k), ko : @okJc)/(ku - ao, ),

k,o : - (ku sin t/k, + k, sin a)/ sin /ku.

SKIN FRICTION: The skin friction at the plates y : *1, is ,Jefined as

I ar't
T _ _t u_ |

ltI dviL / _JI=JI
(27)

Substituting the non-dimensional quantities ( I 1) and then removing the asterisks we

d2t, / 
-\#. 

kuB = ,lkzksk. stnQkry )+ arkok, sin (aoy)

(26)

(2s)

hat,e Eq. (27)

, = -(0,uoltrf*1
La! )':*t

usins relation ( l6)" ,' ' ,lar I, = -(/*olrlhn'' 
IL - Jr_rl

(28)

(2e)
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Fig.-l(a): Velocrty distribution f (y) for Mo =0.5
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Fig.-1(b): Velocity distribution f (y) for M0 =1.0
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Fig.-2(a): Induced magnetic field g (y) for Mo=0.5
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Fig.- 1(c): Velocity distribution f (y) for Mo =1 .5
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Fig.-2(b): Induced magnetic field g (y) for Mo=1.0

Fig.-2(c): Induced magnetic field g (y) for Mo:1.5
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Fig.-3(a): Variation of friction 
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Fig.-3(c): Variation of friction factor for Mo=1.5

5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION: The velocity distribution f against the distan

from fixed platesy are plotted for different values of ), ()": cosq) i.e. for differe

angle of inclination of magnetic field with horizontal direction in the Figs 1'a' '

and I .c. In the Fig I .a considering four different values of inclination graphs of f :

plottedforMo='S,whereMoistheHartmannnumberwhenaimposedmagne

field is taken perpendicular to the flow direction as considered in original Hartma

flow problem. In the present problem the Hartmann number of flow is M : M )-

Fig 1.b plotings of f arepresented for same variations of 2 with Mo : l. In Fig

plotings of f arepresented for same set of variations of 2 with M0: 1.5. On the r,
of same consideration Fig. 2(a) - 2(c) and Fig. 3.a - Fig 3 'c are plotted' The follo" .

fluid parameters are used:

P,:0.71,R":1.0,R,:1.0,n:l'0,R,:10'0,Alltheseplottingarec'
using MATLAB 5.2.0.
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From the Fig I (a) - 1(c) it is observed that with the increase of angle of

tnclination (decrease of value of 2) t etocitl increases in all the three cases of differeol

magnetic fietd strength. Further it is also observed that the with the bigger strength of

magnetic field variation of velocity with angle of inclination is bigger. So s'e ean

conclude that with large magnetic field strength if inclination of field is slightlt

changed we can expect large change in fluid velocity.

In Fig 2(a) - 2(c) the induced magnetic field strength are plotted against distane e

from the plates at point equal distance from the plates and at points on the plates. It is

observed that the induced field strength is zero at the points on the plates. The fieid

strength attains maximum value at points at distances h12 aad 3h/2 from an1'of the

plates if plates are considered to be separated by distance 2h.WMr the etrenglh oi
magnetic field is small. (Mo < ,1), the fluctuation increase with increase of value of .,.

(i.e. decrease of angle of inclination of imposed field with direction of floiv. But rlrtir

M 
o 

2 I this order is not maintained with increase field slrengdr,(o4 0> 1) rate of flucnraton

is faster when angle of inclination is big and fluctuation is slow when 2 is small.

From Fig 3(a) - 3(b) il is observed that in the case of strong imposed field

(Mo> t) frictional factor will decrease with increase value of )..In the other l'ords.

if imposed field inclination with direction of flow decreases, smaller frictional faaor

variation become distinctive as field strength are made stronger.
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